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On 1 Appil 1981 the Upban Tmn8pon Act 1980 took

eff'set" The stated objective of this legislation
is "to p~omote the establishment and maintenance
within Ne~ Zealand of aPPpoppiate and efficient
tmnspo'Y"t systems" ..

This pape". outlines deveZopments in implementing
this objective up to thepro6sent day and, in
paroticularo, the subsidy policies intT'oduced by
the U.,.ban Tronsport Council. (the national body
,.eaponsible faT' administeroing the legislation)"
The effect on uroban tT'anspopt of otheT' 1'eZated
legislative changes (i.e., cT'eation of a Railways
Coropomtion and dsroeguZation) al'B also conside.,.ed"
Finatty, some a/the mope irrunediate policy issues
faeing the U.,.ban Tmnspon Council ape identified,
namely,:, subsidy appo1"tionment amongst mtepayerts;
co-omination beween rtoading and other> f01"!Tls of
urtban trtansportt expenditur>s; competition beween
public and proivate tmnsportt opemtorts; and the
enlartged basis fo". subsidising urtban tpanspo".t
e:rpenditu".e prtovided by the tegistation.

Ihe content aoo opInIons expressed in this paper remain entirely the
:esponsibility of the Author and should not be construed to represent,
In any way, current or future policy intentions of the Urban Transport
Council or the Ministry of Transport.
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increased difficulties in coping with travel
demand at peak periods;
reduced effectiveness with regard to the speed
and convenience of bus services"
The cause and effect relationships linking these factors in a
vicious circle in New Zealand urban areas were seen at the time as fast
approaching the critical proportions faced in urban areas elsewhere in
the world"
Symptomatic of these problems were increasing deficits on
public transport operations, increased public ownership of urban passenger
services and a situation where subsidised public transport had become the
rule rather than the exception ..
In view of these trends the Carter Committee concluded:

" .' that it should be a matter of delibemte policy, at the
regional and national levels, to encourage patronage of
public passenger services~ and to prevent any fUrther
tendency towards the indiscriminate use oj' the private CaI'
.for urban t1'ansport on every poss'ible occasion"
Apart
from peak hoW' trave l for commuters, publ ic passenger
transport should continue to be provided .for the young ~
for the old, for the handicapped~ and for a reasonable
amount of ofi'-peak travel"
Unless this is done~ urban
public passenger transport will cease to be the important
community service which it should be.," (Carter, 1970, p"l2)
A number of impediments to the promotion of public passenger transport,
were identified, however"
First, there was a general lack of co-ordination between land-use
and transportation planning, in which car orieptated land~use planning
tended to predominate.
Secondly, transportation planning authorities had
limited control over the provision of public transport services
Thirdly,
there was an administrative bias towards investment in roading because of a
national fund, based on fuel and vehicle taxation, available to provide
contributory finance towards the cost of urban roads..
In addition, the
perception of roading investment as a non-commercial PJ::'oposition compared
with public transport services placed subsidies towards :roading in a more
favourable political light than subsidies towards public transport services
Furthermore, control of road investment was better integrated at national
and local levels than control of investment in public transport which was
split between local authorities, private companies and public corporations,
all of whom operated and made their investment decisions independently.
Finally, the Committee concluded that the average motorist was more
influenced by what he felt to be the comparatively low cost of operating a
motorcar (essentially the cost of fuel) in deciding whether to use public
or private modes of transport,
This motivation was seen as suggesting a
means of regulating the balance between public and private transport
at the same time providing a source of finance to promote the use of public
passenger services..
For this purpose it was recommended that one percent
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of petrol tax being paid to the Government's general reVenue ~c7ount
be used to finance urban passenger transport, and that an add~t~onal local
petrol tax be levied to improve the position of urban passenger services.
follows:

The principal recommendations of the Carter Committee were as

Ca)

that a national agency be established under the auspices
of the Ministry of Transport to administer national
aspects of urban passenger transport;

Cb)

that regional urban passenger transport authorities be
established with the primary function of controlling
and co-ordinating all scheduled urban passenger services
within their areas;

Cc)

that financial responsibility for: urban rail and bus
services provided by the New Zealand Railways CNZR)
Department be assumed by the regional urban passenger
transport authorities over a transitional period of eight
years;

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

that the primary responsibility fOJ:' the provision and
financing of urban public passenger services should rest
with the areas, and particularly the urban regions,
receiving the benefit of these services;
that a national system of operating subsidies and capital
gz'ants be established for urban public passenger transport,
and that where frequent and extensive rail services exist,
or are constructed for urban passenger transport, assistance should be given to these,.services from the national
roading fund;
that power to raise a regional petrol tax, in addition to
levies on constituent local authorities, should be given
to urban transport authorities;
that the functions of town planning, the planning of the
roading network, and the operation of urban passenger
transport be brought under the control of one authority
wherever Possible"

As a result of the Carter Committee report the Urban Public Passenger
Transport Council (UPPTCl was established"
Its activities were largely
cbnfined to disbursing central government finance in the form of loans and
grants, mainly for the purchase of buses, and supporting a modest programme
of research.
The VPPTC's impact on the urban transport problem, however,
iIlas negligible; passenger numbers on public transport continued to decline,
losses mounted, private car usage increased together with traffic congestion
Ln urban areas, problems were encountered in maintaining existing public
:ransport services and in providing additional services to new residential
Lreas, and investment in new buses and rail carriages was delayed with the
"esult that a large percentage of the urban passenger fleet was aged and
'ostly
rises to maintain, bringing to a head a conside'rable equipment replacement
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The persistence of these problems was due largely to the fact that
many of the more substantive recommendations of the Carter Committee, sUch
as the establishment of integrated regional organisations with the combined
functions of transportation planning, financing and control, were not
implemented"
In this respect therefore the UPPTC served as a head without
a body.
While useful in providing a national focus for the discussion of
urban transport issues and developing the notion of local responsibility
for urban transport services, it was unable to make any significant impact
on urban public passenger transport with the limited funds made available
to it (in the order of $1,,2 million per annum),
Furthermore, its terms
of reference, confined to public passenger transport, fell well short of
the comprehensive co-ordination recommended for urban transport.
Responding to these continuing problems. the Government in 19'7'7
issued a White Paper entitled "Urban Transport in New Zealand" (McLachlan
1977) and announced a number of budget measures concerning the future
'
finance and organisation of urban transport..
The White Paper re-emphasised
the need to promote greater use of public transport by referring to
studies in Auckland (ARA,l976) and Wellington (WRPA, 1975) which showed
that continuing to rely on the private car to satisfy urban transport needs
was not feasible because the costs of providing the· necessary roading system
greatly exceeded the resources likely to be available"
In this context
the White Paper gave explicit recognition to the inadequacy of the market
process to optimise the allocation of economic resources to urban transport
because of the existence of market externalities and perceived price
distortions in choices between different modes and services.
Moreover, the
inter-relationships between urban transport and land-use, between public and
private transport, between particular modes of transport, and between
economic, financial and social costs and benefits were regarded as so
extensive and complex that the first requirement was to ensure that urban
transport was viewed as a total system, central to the whole urban pattern
Two areas in particular were identified as requ~r~Jlg further
attention. First, all aspects of urban transport (i"e .. , roads, rail, bus,
traffic management, etc) were considered to be more appropriately coordinated through one planning and operational body.
This responsibility
was seen to remain basically with the region, therefore the organisation
co-ordinating urban transport with other relevant aspects of local government should be regional.
Not withstanding this regional orientation, it
recognised that there is also a considerable degree of national interest in
the effective and equitable provision of urban transport.
At a minimum
these interests were considered best protected through integrated statutory
transport and land-use planning procedures.
However, it was also considered desirable to establish national standards for forward planning and
investment analysis administered by a national body communicating and applying consistently national policy objectives"
Secondly, financial imbalances in the funding of infrastructure and
operating costs were recognised as distorting the pattern of investment in
urban transport.
By far the major part of urban roading costs was met from
the national roading fund (sourced from fuel tax and road user charges
and administered by the National Roads Board (NRB»
Losses on local
authority bus services were principally funded by ratepayers; government
railway and rail bus services were funded entirely through taxpayer
and private bus services received minimum subsidy support from any source,
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Organisation
The principle responsibility for planning and control of urban
transport services(3) at the regional level rests with designated
regional authorities in each of the four main metropolitan centres:
Auckland, wellington, Canterbury (Christchurch), and Dunedin,
(Further
regional authorities may be designated at the request of the regions
concerned) ,
In order to undertake these functions the Urban Transport
Act empowers regional authorities to raise funds locally for the provision
of urban transport services and to finance and enter into agreements with
any body or person for the provision of urban transport services"
An urban transport committee of the regional authority is
established to co-ordinate these activities with the planning functions
of the l:'egional authority"
This committee must include representation
from the UTC, NRB, NZR and private transport operators, and can be expanded
to include representation from other interest groups.

At the national level the UTC acts to co-ordinate and advise on
regional transport plans and to provide financial assistance for regional
and local authori ty urban transpOI:'t purposes"
The UTC has an appointed
Chairman and contains representatives from local government, interested
groups and central government departments
Reporting to the UTC through
the Chairman is an operationally independent secretariat accommodated
within the Ministry of Transport (MOT)
The UTC's budget forms part of
MOT' 5 anilUal appropl::'iation from Parliament
Planning
The legislation establishes three key planning phases.
First,
regional authorities are required to determine an urban transport area for
planning and administration purposes
The area determined need not
coincide with the territorial geographical bounda~ies_of the regional
authority adopted for functions othel:: than transport planning and may
include regional out-districts considez:'ed intrinsic to the total urban
transport system administered by the regional authority,
Territorial
local authorities may appeal against inclusion in a specified urban transport
area
While such appeals are being determined provision exists for an
interim urban transport area to be used as a basis for planning and administration"
The UTe plays an advisOJ:y role in this process"
Secondly, once an urban tl::'ansport area or interim urban transport
area has been determined, regional authorities are required to prepare an
urban transport scheme for the area.
This scheme consists of a strategic
transport plan with objectives subordinate to the wider land use plan for
the region, and a more detailed operational or tactical plan specifying and
justifying administrative and operational matters relating to the urban

3,
The definition of "urban transport service" within the legislation is
extremely wide and refez:'s to any service, equipment or facility engaged or used
in the movement of people, or of people and goods including a road service, a
I'ail service, a taxicab service, a harbour ferry service, a motor vehicle, a
parking place, a road, a tramway, a transport station, and any scheme or
arrangement for moving people or people and goods.
Note freight transport per se is not encompassed by the legislation,
for practical purposes it is inescapably linked to the provision of passenger
transport at least at the level of urban transport infrastructure
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FIGURE 2
THE OPERATIONAL PLAN (Simplified) (5)
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Implementation
The third key planning phase involves financial implementation
of the approved urban transport scheme on a yeax' to yeax basis"
For this
purpose a three year roiling budget for implementing the approved urban
transport scheme commencing the next 1 April, is prepared and presented
to the UTC for approval in October each year.
This budget establishes a
programme of expenditure for which UTC subsidies are proposed; with the
balance of expenditure met from local subsidies and fares (where appropriate)
Together with other regional implementation programmes, and applications for
financial assistance from territorial local authorities outside regional
urban transport areas, the UTC prepares a three year national implementation
programme of subsidy expenditure for submission to the Minister of Transport
by 31 October,

5

Extxact from

MOT

(1981), p" 15
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tendered to the lowest bidder..
For the most part the UTe remains a
passive participant in this process of justifying the most cost effective
urban transport system for a local community.
The need remains, however,
to ensure that the basis for evaluation of costs is consistent between
regions and in this respect the UTC has moved to promote a standard basis
of cost evaluation for the preparation of cost effectiveness studies and
in the accounting of urban bus services(6).
Local accountability for public expenditure decisions is promoted
by the use of a common funding ratio for allocating UTC subsidies to urban
transport"
Currently this ratio is 50:50 (UTe : local subsidy) and has
gained a certain degree of acceptance as a general basis for allocating
taxpayer subsidies in the absence of an evaluation of the relative national
(taxpayer) and local (ratepayer) benefits arising from urban public transport expenditure
Equity Between Services and Regions
As noted in the earlier discussion on the background to the Urban
Transport Act, in the past both urban transport services and geographical
regions have received dispropo~tionate levels of central government funding
Of prime importance is the funding bias between services, the most obvious
example being taxpayer funding of losses on NZRrail and bus services,
Funding biases of this type introduce a distortion in the perceived cost
effectiveness of one mode compared with another and seriously jeopardise the
UTC's objective of promoting resource efficient urban transport systems.
The UTC is currently removing such distortions at the national level to
overcome this problem, so that all forms of urban transport service will
receive the same proportion of UTC subsidy based on the common funding ratio
referred to above"
An important exception to this policy, however, occurs in the case
of suburban passenger rail services.
Because of the typical magnitude of
rail expenditure compared to other more divisible urban transport services,
the UTC has classified urban passenger rail expenditure under two broad
headings:
"indirect" :rail expenditure and "direct" rail expenditure,
Indirect rail expenditure includes items of general overhead and administration expenditure attributed to urban services identified by the UTC as
being only indirectly influenced by the planning decisions of individual
regional and local authorities.
Such expenditure would remain unchanged
irrespective of marginal adjustments to the level of urban rail services
provided, and is therefore expenditure towards which the UTC does not expect
regional or local authorities to contribute.
"Direct 11 rail expenditure, on
the other hand, is identified as passenger rail expenditure which can be
di:J:'ectly influenced by the planning decisions of regional and local
authorities"
The UTC proposes to share with regional and local authorities
at the conunon funding ratio expenditure falling under this heading"

6.
In order to promote a standard basis for urban transport cost
effectiveness evaluations the UTC has sponsored two studies, based in the
Auckland and wellington regions, examining the economics of competing private
and public urban transport services.
special attention has been given to
presenring these studies in a descriptive case.-study format to encourage a
standard basis for examination in other urban areas.
In the case of bus
operations the UTC has published a standard accounting and management
information manual which has been received favourably by the industry"
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central government funding biases between regions hinges
question of social equity than the allocative efficiency effect
distortions in the funding of particular modes.
Relevant to
question are issues such as the comparative advantage of some regions
others in the provision of cost efficient urban transport systems,
the ability of regional ratepayers to fund the urban transport services
Ived.;
Nevertheless, the UTe has chosen to apply the same common
ingratio to all regions regardless,
In some respects this policy
be seen as an attempt to place all regions on an "equity plateau" as
ta:rting point fo:[' examining exceptions to the general principle of
g~qlla.l equity"
The onus of proof for a special regional common funding
iO,however, lies squarely with the regional or territorial local
hdrities concerned
Any "special treatment" is likely to be at the
nseof other regions and therefore is largely a matter of inter-regional
,1W#Xitics to be tackled by the UTe"
In applying both of the above equity principles, particular emphasis
'*#,placed on providing an adequate phasing-in period for those regional and
16calcornmunities most severely affected by the changes in funding policy;
$~~~iallY those areas currently receiving NZR services which in the past have
,p~~~siJbsidised entirely by the taxpayer.
rhis phase-in period will take
,t~'\I'eyears, cormnencing I April 1984, during which time the UTe subsidy base
5~rrently not matched by local subsidies will be reduced by one fifth per
annum until in 1988/89 no non-matched ure subsidies will be provided,
Tables 1 and 2 illustrate the effect of these policies over the
rable 1
~rr?wsthe introduction of a common funding ratio for urban transport services
D~ble2 shows the effect of this policy in terms of the percentage UTe
~~sidy to total public subsidy.
(Note: At a standard corrunon funding ratio
:>etween regions, the effect of UTe funding policy for urban passenger· rail
~rvices is to give those regions receiving these services a higher ongoing
ilibsidy proportion relative to other regions).

~t"iod

1982/83 to 1988/89 Cbased on expenditure levels in 1983/84),

TABLE 1
PERCENTAGE UTe SUBSIDY CONTRIBUTION BY MODE
1982/83 TO 1988/89*

NZR Rail

NZR Bus
(.)

~ipa~

Private Bus

182/83

100

lOO

24

183/84

88

88

50

184/85

59

82

74

50

65

63

50

50

50

'88/89*

Projection based on current UTe policiesl
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TABLE 2
PERCENTAGE UTC SUBSIDY CONTRIBUTION BY REGION
1982/83 TO 1988/89*
Canterbury

Dunedin

Remainder
of N.Z.

Auckland

wellington

1982/83

44

83

39

50

76

61

1983/84

52

78

50

58

80

64

1984/85

52

73

50

50

70

61

1988/89*

52

58

50

50

55

54

(')

(*P:rojection based on current UTe policies)

RELATED LEGISLATION
Two related developments affecting urban transport are likely to
have a significant impact on successful implementation of the Urban
Iransport Act particularly in the planning and financial areas
Both
developments stem from legislative changes recently introduced in
New Zealand,
New Zealand Railways Corporation
Rail and bus services operated by NZR form a significant component
of the UTe' 5 national implementation programme (33.3 million, or 36 percent
of programme expenditure in 1984/85),
The bulk of these services
originated at a time when the commercial viability of a particular operation
was a secondary consideration to the objective of providing a public service
for urban communities.
Control of these sez:'Vices rested with the
New Zealand Railways Department whose losses wel:'eabsorbed into a combined
NZR budget recovered from genez:'al taxes"
The financial burden created by these services was first clearly
identified and brought to the attention of the public in a discussion booklet
entitled "Time for Change" issued by NZR in February 1979
(Haywar'd, 1979)
In this booklet NZR sought to defend criticisms surrounding continuing budget
deficits incurred by the department by placing in perspective the conflicting
responsibilities of NZR namely, to provide, on the one hand, commercially
viable transport services while, on the other hand, faced with an ongoing
public cornmi tment to maintain connnercially non·~viable social services.
In 1982 the Govel:nment removed this conflict of interest by
remodelling the institutional structure of NZR from a state department to a
public ~orporation,
The newly created NZR Corporation, with an appointed
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The current legislation gives bus operators holding scheduled route
service licences (either urban or long-distance) automatic charter rights
which are jealously guarded because they are much more lucrative.
Specific
licences are required for tour work"
The new legislation removes these
restrictions and opens up the tour and charter market to any operator
qualified to hold a passenger service licence"
The impact of this change
is likely to be substantive"
Private bus operators have been subject to
the same problems encountered by NZR and municipal bus operators generally,
but for the most part have continued with very little public subsidy"
This
situation has generally been interpreted as reinforcing the often misleading
perception of public transport as a commercially viable operation,
While,
in reality, it simply reflects the high premium placed by operators on the
value of access to the charter market.
The impact of the new legislation therefore is likely to be twofold,
First, it will remove the existing obligation on private operators to
continue with commercially unattractive urban transport services in the
absence of a compensating public subsidy.
Secondly, for those operators
who choose to continue with urban services (perhaps from habit or because of
a feeling of community obligation), the opportunity to cross subsidise
services from a more competitive tour and charter market will be cc,n"',ie;,al,ly
reduced because of increased competition for that work"
The consequences
therefore are likely to be service reductions, fare increases, and in
urban areas an increase in the level of public subsidy paid to private
operators,
In anticipation of these difficulties, the UTC has endeavoured
bring the likely consequences of the new legislation to the attention
regional and local authorities.
In this context a standard basis of
accounting for urban bus services has been derived and its adoption is
currently being encouraged by the UTC"
The standard basis of
will assist operators to identify the hidden subsidy component associated
'·with urban passenger services and will serve to rationalise further
and investment decisions in this area ,.
POLICY ISSUES
In concluding this brief review of the Urban Transport Act
early years of implementation it is relevant to focus attention on
the mo:t'e significan.t policy issues which have arisen, or are likely
over the next few years
In many respects these issues reflect
ranging impact of the legislation and the paucity of p:t'ecedents on
establish and develop new policy.
Indeed, there may be many
top of the mountain and the UTC, together with regional and t"r"i1:o",·al
authorities, is likely to spend a considerable amount of time in
years exploring these routes"
The issues identified below by no
exhaust the list of issues on which policies have been, or will
developed, however they indicate the variety of areas in which furthe"
research and investigation is likely to be necessary
Areas of Benefit
An immediate problem facing policy makers at tt.~h::e:h;;~'~~'~::~
arises from the funding responsibilities of regional a
,Particular, the necessity to raise regional levies towa:tds the
on urban transport services.
The legislation requires that
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"fairly reflect the benefits" to :respective localities within an urban
area and considerable debate has been focus sed on how regional
should go about assessing these benefits"
Two diametrical approaches have been identified"
The first, the
or global approach, is based on the premise that the benefits for
locality derive from the total urban transport system within a region"
contributions towards the cost of this system must be assessed on
of services provided to each locality without regard to the cost
",·o,.i'li"q individual service components,
For example, the benefit
from a municipal bus service may be equivalent to the benefit derived
a similar private bus service, although the level of public subsidy is
to be significantly different, therefore localities receiving each
of service should contribute equivalent amounts to the total ("global")
subsidy required to support the urban transport system ..
The second approach, the cost or sector approach, is based on the

;~PP,05ing premise that localities should be charged according to the benefit
subsidy required to support components of the urban transport system
particular localities..
For practical purposes service components
urban transport system are indivisible at a locality by locality level
sector groupings of localities receiving a corrunon service are
as a basis for assessing the publi~ subsidy contributed by each
The legislation as inte%preted by the UTe (UTe, 1983) promotes the
approach"
However, strong arguments in favour of each have been
advanced., particularly in the Auckland region when a High Court declaratory
was necessary to clarify questions of law,
This jUdgement
interp.t'etations of the Urban Transport Act favouring an apportionnet urban transpo.t't expenditure ba§ed on costs.

An important principle underlining the urban transport legislation
need to co-ordinate urban roading with other forms of urban transport
e.pendli';u"e
This need for co-ordination has been identified both at the
level in terms of complementary land use and public/private
<t'an,5'~';<"t;lor planning, and at the funding level in terms of removing subsidy
so that expenditure choices are unbiased between modes"
Indeed,
Carter Committee went further to suggest a direct linkage between road
and other forms of public transport funding"

In consultations between the UTC and NRB three major areas have been
for further attention:

,~c'erltj'f,led

Statutory and/or administrative action to co.'ordinate
bUdget conSUltation procedures at both national and
regional levels,
Co-ordination of NRB and UTe economic evaluation techniques
to assist comparisons between roading and non-roading
expenditure proposals"
Co-ordination of NRB and UTC funding policy.
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The third area in particular is a matter of some concern given current NRB
subsidy differentials for specific items of expenditure such as motorways
and state highways, compared to the fixed subsidy ratio adopted by the UTe,
Moreover, NRB allocations take account of equalised land values in areas
undertaking approved subsidised works whereas no similar allowance for the
ability of localities to contribute to urban transport expenditure is given
in the case of UTC subsidies"
within regional urban transport areas
therefore, and certainly in provincial urban areas where the Urban Transport
Act makes no allowance fo:r co-ordination with NRB expenditure, the princiPle
of unbiased expenditure choice between modes is seriously threatened
Public Versus Private Transport Services
Central to the objective of promotin~ efficient urban transport
services is the future role of publicly owned versus privately owned urban
transport services,
Urban transport in New Zealand currently features an
uneasy co-existence of public and private operators competing in the same
markets
Traditionally, public operators, characterised by large public
deficits, have catered for the full range of urban services, whereas private
operators have tended to cater for peak services with only limited involvement in unprofitable social service operations"
Comparatively easy access
to subsidy finance in the case of public operators, reinforced by Government
recapitalisation schemes such as the bus replacement programme, has provided
these operators with a competitive edge.
Private operators, on the other
hand, have faced considerable difficulties in refinancing and maintaining
an adequate investment in urban services ..
The urban transport legislation, together with the licensing
changes outlined above, however, effectively turns the urban transport
industry on its head.
Not only will the need for public subsidies to
maintain urban transport services become more evident, but also the perception
of private transport services as commercially viable operations will change
significantly.
Considerable attention will .. now be focus sed on the relative
~efficiency and role of each type of operator in the urban transport market.
In this critical atmosphere the UTC, together with regional and territorial
local authorities, will be required to ensure that funding policies are
applied consistently between each, type of operator"
A New perspective
perhaps the most significant impact of the urban transport legislation, requiring considerable innovation in the planning, co·~ordination and
funding of urban passenger transport, arises from the new perspective for
urban transport introduced by the Urban Transport Act.
I'he "total system" concept promoted by the legislation will considerably influence the range of urban transport expenditure qualifying for public
subsidy
The guidelines provided in the Act are extremely brDad (see
footnote 6) and within these guiaelines the UTC will be continually
placed in the dilemma of choosing between more traditional forms of urban
transport on the one hand, while, on the other hand, continuing to promote
the sear'ch for more cost effective solutions to the urban transport problem,
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Innovated solutions to solving the problem have been suggested at
world forums (e. gO', the DEeD seminar on urban transport and the
(OEeD, 1979» and have been influential in construction of
transport legislation.
The ultimate success of these "solutions",
remains to be seen.
The approach sponsored by the Urban Transport
on planning and funding solutions to the problems of urban
While such an approach appears to offer very real prospects
the UTe will be concerned not to limit attention to matters to
planning and funding but must be continually exploring new avenues,
'~i~~t~~~:r~~ through the funding mechanism, in which
efficient
1
systems can be promoted"

!t;(Jj!i;:~r";;;~

more

urban
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The third area in particular is a matter of some concern given current NRB
subsidy differentials for specific items of expenditure such as motorways
and state highways, compared to the fixed subsidy ratio adopted by the UTC ..
Moreover, NRB allocations take account of equalised land values in areas
undertaking approved subsidised works whereas no similar allowance for the
ability of localities to contribute to urban transport expenditure is given
in the case of UTC subsidies
Within regional urban transport areas
therefore, and certainly in provincial urban areas where the Urban Transport
Act makes no allowance for co-ordination with NRB expenditure, the princiPle
of unbiased expenditure choice between modes is seriously threatened"
Public Versus Private Transport Services
Central to the objective of promoting efficient urban transport
services is the future role of publicly owned versus privately owned urban
transport services,
urban transport in New Zealand currently features an
uneasy co-existence of public and private operators competing in the same
markets
Traditionally, public operators, characterised by large public
deficits, have catered for the full range of urban services, whereas private
operators have tended to cater for peak services with only limited involvement in unprofitable social service operations..
Comparatively easy access
to subsidy finance in the case of public operators, reinforced by Government
recapitalisation schemes such as the bus replacement programme, has provided
these operators with a competitive edge.
Private operators, on the other
hand, have faced considerable difficulties in refinancing and maintaining
an adequate investment in urban services,
The urban transport legislation, together with the licensing
changes outlined above, however, effectively turns the urban transport
industry on its head"
Not only will the need for public subsidies to
maintain urban transport services become mol:'e evident, but also the perception
of private transport services as commercially viable operations will change
significantly.
Considerable attention will now be focussed on the relative
efficiency and role of each type of operator in the urban transport market.
In this critical atmosphere the UTC, together with regional and territorial
local~ authorities, will be required to ensure that funding policies are
applied consistently between each type of operator,
A New perspective
perhaps the most significant impact of the urban transport legislation, requiring considerable innovation in the planning, co'-ordination and
funding of urban passenger transport, arises from the new perspective for
urban transport introduced by the Urban Transport Act
The "total system". concept promoted. by the legislation will considerably influence the range of ul:'ban transport expenditure qualifying for public
subsidy.
The guidelines provided in the Act are extremely broad (see
footnote 6) and within these gui~elines the UTC will be continually
placed in the dilemma of choosing between more traditional forms of urban
transport on the one hand, while, on the other hand, continuing to promote
the search for more cost effective solutions to the urban transport problem
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Innovated solutions to solving the problem have been suggested at
world forums (e"g", the OECD seminar on urban transport and the
(OECD, 1979)) and have been influential in construction of
transport legislation.
The ultimate success of these "solutions",
remains to be seen"
The approach sponsored by the Urban Transport
on planning and funding solutions to the problems of urban
While such an approach appears to offer very real prospects
the UTe will be concerned not to limit attention to matters to
planning and funding but must be continually exploring new avenues,
'~j[~;i~::;:;~~~ through the funding mechanism, in which more efficient urban
~t
systems can be promoted"
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